What’s Included - Regular vs. Deep Cleaning
Bedrooms/ Family/Living Room/ Bonus Room

Regular

Deep

Regular

Deep

Dusting light fixtures/fans (if reachable)
Dusting of doors, trims
Dusting wall art and pictures, TV, lamps, shelves, night and glass tables, etc.
Dusting/wiping/vacuum furniture
Light organizing if required
Making beds
Sanitizing/wiping all the surfaces
Spot cleaning of interior windows, glass (fingerprints, etc.)
Spot cleaning of walls
Dusting baseboards
Wiping down light switch covers
Wiping/dusting window sills
Taking out garbage, replacing bags
Vacuuming (vacuuming under the bed is included if accessible)
Mopping floors
Changing sheets (beds stripped, and clean sheets left on bed)
Vacuuming all fabric furniture and under the cushions
Sanitizing door handles
Wiping/dusting blinds
Wiping window tracks
Washing of baseboards
Washing out garbage cans

Kitchen
Sanitizing/wiping of all the surfaces including the backsplash
Exterior cleaning and polishing of fridge, stove, dishwasher
Wiping, polishing and cleaning exterior and under the hood fan
Exterior cleaning of cabinets
Interior and exterior cleaning of microwave
Wiping down small appliances
Wiping the kitchen island and its sides
Wiping kitchen table/chairs/bar stools
Cleaning/sanitizing of kitchen sink, polish faucet
Wiping/dusting window sills
Spot cleaning of interior windows, glass (fingerprints, etc.)
Spot cleaning of walls
Wiping down light switch covers
Dusting baseboards
Taking out garbage, replacing bags
Vacuuming
Mopping floors and inside the pantry
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What’s Included - Regular vs. Deep Cleaning
Kitchen

Regular

Deep

Regular

Deep

Cleaning inside the pantry
Wiping top of the fridge
Hood fan filters removed and soaked/washed out
Light organizing and wiping under the kitchen sink
Wiping the kick plates (panel under the cabinets)
Patio doors (glass) cleaning from both sides (weather permitting)
Wiping/dusting blinds
Wiping window tracks
Washing of the baseboards
Washing out garbage cans

Bathrooms
Dusting light fixtures
Cleaning of mirrors
Cleaning of tub
Cleaning of shower, shower ledge and shower glass
Wipe/dust paper towel holder, towel bars
Cleaning of sinks, polish chrome faucets
Sanitizing and cleaning of toilets, base
Cleaning the floor behind the toilet
Spot cleaning of walls, especially around the toilet
Wiping down light switch covers
Wiping window sills
Dusting/wiping doors
Washing countertops
Wiping down exterior of cabinets
Dusting baseboards
Taking out garbage, replacing bags
Vacuuming
Mopping floors
Cleaning of all floor and ceiling fan covers
Wiping/dusting blinds
Wiping window tracks
Sanitizing door handles
Washing baseboards
Washing out garbage cans
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What’s Included - Regular vs. Deep Cleaning
Laundry Room / Mud Room

Regular

Cleaning and polishing of sink
Dusting of any other surfaces, shelves
Washer/dryer wiped on top and front side
Wiping/dusting window sills
Organizing shoes
Spot cleaning of walls
Dusting baseboards
Taking out garbage, replacing bags
Vacuuming of floors, area rugs
Mopping floors
Wiping window tracks
Wiping/dusting blinds
Floor cleaning on the sides of washer/dryer
Sanitizing door handles

Price Comparison
Regular Initial Cleaning

Deep Initial Cleaning

Under 1000 sq. ft.

$ 200 - 250

$ 240 - 300

1000 - 2000 sq. ft.

$ 280 - 360

$ 320 - 420

2000-3000 sq. ft.

$ 320 - 400

$ 360 - 480

3000-4000 sq. ft.

$ 360 - 480

$ 420 - 560

Over 4000 sq. ft.

Please contact us for an accurate estimate.
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